'Aquarium
Essentials' - the
basic equipment
we all need. A
new series by our
technical writer
Dr Dayid Ford

Part one

-

the tank

The traditional aquarium is indeed

a tank. lt all began over L50-years
ago when the concept of using
glazed iron frames as aquaria was
seen in Britaln's 'Great Exhibition'

changes. The metal ftames rusted

The box shape

and this was cured by coating them
with a new invention called 'plastic'

The traditional box shape of the

in the 1900s. The original putty was
also improved to prevent it drying

aquarium means it holds a cube of
water. That water has a weight which
limits its volume in what the base

out and leaking. The major change

frame, stand or furniture can support.

of 1851. The iron tanks were
originally designed to house exotic
plants on long sea voyages from
the far flung parts of the British

was the invention of Silicone Sealer
when the need for metal fiames was

Water also wants to flow under its

Empire. The Victorians obtained

Then came Acrylics. The
compound (Polymethyl methacrylate)
was discovered by Dupont (a USA

these tanks for keeping petfish in

- even for tropical fish
species by having a metal plate

the home

removed by simply gluing sheets of
glass into a box shape.

chemical company) back in 1944

base under which a candle would
keep the water heated.
ln the 1900s the Germans noted

and New Zealand engineers used its
potential to build the first'aquarium
tunnel' in the 1980s. This technology

the Victorian innovations and they
adopted the iron-frame aquarium

quickly spread around the world
and most public aquaria use Acrylic
for their display tanks. Acrylic is

with Hamburg becoming an
important centre for the importation
of exotic fish via their sea trade. This

50% lighter than glass yet

1/ times

is exerted depends only on the
height of the wate/s volume (see the
maths in the box on the next page).
This water pressure is measured

in Pascals Pa defined as the Force
F in Newtons per area and one Pa
is one Newton per square metre.
The traditional L2-inch (30cm) tank
(when full) has a water pressure of
3,000 Pa at the base. This pressure
was enough to squash putty into the
metal-framed tank to give a wateF

stronger. Transparency is better

tight seal and so the first popular

technology was exported to the USA
via German immigrants and so the

than glass (932o light transmission
through polished Acrylic sheet.

tanks were L2-inches/30cm deep.

aquarium'tanK became international.

glass is only 70%l and scratches
can be polished away. lt does have

long as needed

- it is much more

Evolving

one drawback

Technology, as always, brought

expensive than glass.

The metal frames rusted and this was cured
by coating them with a new invention called
'plastic' in the 1900s
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own weight and so exerts a force i.e.
water pressure- How much pressure
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Remember they can be as wide or

-

but to cope with

the total weight of the water they
were restricted to 24-inches/5Ocm
long and L2-inches/30cm wide. This
also gave an attractive symmetry to
the tank
As the popularity of an aquarium
grew in the post war years,

hobbyists wanted real plants for

the
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the discovery of Silicone Sealer.
Glass sheet glued together with
this sealant no longer requires a
metal frame support. The bursting
strength of the seal (on very clean
glass

-

important tha$ is about

10,000 Pa. This is reached by that
cube of water having a height of
three-feet/90cm. At this height, an
all-glass Silicone-sealed tank is
stable for a while (months rather

than years) but will fail at the base
of the joins and once it 'let's go'
the Silicone will unzip upwards
with catastrophic results. So limit
any (unsupported) DIY tanks to
24-inches/60cm height for safety
and longevity (good for 20-years).
The final solution for the tall
aquarium is to have no seals Acrylic can be moulded into a
single unit. Many manufacturers
now sell these (such as Biorb,0rca
and Arcadia). Another method is to
revert to framed aquariums - giant
sheets of glass can be Siliconesealed into 3 (plastic coated) metal
frame to support all that pressure.

Limit any (unsupported DIY tanks to
24-inches/60cm height for safety and
longevity (good for 20-years).

Glass tanks

to the 48-inches size among
hobbyists who had kept fish for

Glass sheet too has to withstand
the water pressure. The old method

10 or more years.

of determining glass thickness
was terms such as 'window glass'
and 'plate glass' but it became

tanks are moulded

furnished aquaria. To grow plants
such as Giant Vallis, Sagittaria or
Amazon Swords, the 18-inch/45cm

tank became popular - but this
increased the water pressure
to 5,000 Pa. This is enough to
squeeze that putty from the frame
and so leaks were common.
This problem was solved by

metricated many years ago unlike the aquarium tank. This has
remained imperial (in the U0 giving
the following mixed unit values
quoted in most catalogues or books
on aquarium designs:For 18 by L0 by L0-inches use
4mm glass. 24 by L2 by L2-inches
use 6mm glass, 36 by 12 by
15-inches use 10mm glass, 48 by
15 by L5-inches use 1"2mm glass
and for 60 by 18 by L8-inches use
L5mm glass.

All these popular sizes are
available as complete kits built by

your local aquatic store. Howevet
it is a global market these days

Another confusion is that the

and complete units are available
from international companies such
as lnterpet (UK), Tena (Germany),

Europeans used metric throughout,

Hagen (Canadian), Aquael (Polish)

but the Americans had lmperial
units, which they did not want for
colonial reasons. So they modified
things such as the US-Gallons
where one US gallon - 0.83267384

and now China has 8 suppliers
offering 19 different designs. The
most popular'unit aquarium' was

lmperial gallons!
They describe aquariums as

'a 10-gallon tank', which is their
24 by L2 by 12-inch (just over 60
by 30 by 30cm in metric) but a
L0-gallon UK tank would be 20
by 10 by L2-inches. All this makes
posology difficult!
When the metal framed

aquarium ruled, the most
popular size was the 24 by

LZ

by L2-inches simply because
it was the maximum that an
aquarist could comfortably carry
when empty. When the allglass Siliconed tanks arrived,

this increased to 36 by 15 by

luwel (German) and the Rena
tanks (France) were voted the
Rolls Royce of aquariums (now
made in Portugal).
The aquarist has never had so
many choices.
Next time we will focus more
specifically on the marine aquarium.
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